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Digital transformation is a broad concept that includes the changes caused by the increased availability and use of digital technologies in almost all forms of human activities. For businesses – and this is our focus in this article – this means that existing or new digital technologies help to change their business models, their products or
services and the way they are manufactured and delivered, as well as the skills needed to remain competitive in fast-changing competitive environments. Europe undoubtedly has strong assets in digital technologies and skills, both on the industry and research side. However, it is widely recognised that action is needed[1] to promote
digital transformation, particularly in SMEs and traditional sectors. But also high-tech companies need to keep up with global competition and the emergence of disruptive technologies and business models. In July 2018, the European Commission published its Digital Transformation Scoreboard 2018, which studies the deployment of
digital technologies in businesses across the EU[2] and helps to monitor the progress triggered by the implementation of the Digitalisation Strategy for European Industry adopted by the EU in April 2016. In addition to providing valuable insights into business opportunities and key technologies relevant to the digital transformation of
European industry, the following three chapters of the report are of particular relevance to economic policy makers: 1. Indicators for monitoring the digital transformation Monitoring the digital transformation takes place in particular on the basis of a series of indicators compiled from national statistics offices and international organisations.
They are grouped into so-called catalysts and output indicators, as shown in Figure 1: Figure 1: Indicators monitored by the Digital Transformation Scoreboard. Source: Digital Transformation Scoreboard 2018 These indicators provide a reference framework for policy makers at national, regional and local level when planning,
implementing or monitoring their policies in the context of the digital transformation of their relevant target industries. National digital transformation policies and programmesThis chapter provides an overview of the national digital transformation policies currently in place in different EU Member States (around 2/3 of them). The report
summarises the main characteristics of such national policy initiatives – priority challenge, design and implementation, funding sources, scope and strategic approach – as well as a perspective on their performance in terms of key ratios (KPIs) and impacts achieved. Examples of good practice have been shown, such as the Belgian
Initiative Made Different (see Figure 2), which focuses on the actual deployment of digital technologies in local More information about these national policies can be found on the Digital Transformation Monitor website. Good practice: practice: implementation focus on Belgium's Made Different The Belgian Made Different focuses on
implementing technological solutions in local companies. It supports and steers companies during their transformation into Factories of the Future (FoF). The detailed concept defined seven key areas covering aspects of technology, production, sustainability and human centres. All these pillars are interlinked and companies must adopt
an all-encompassing transformation strategy in order to be considered an fof. Some 265 Belgian production companies are actively participating and have completed or have begun to implement one of the seven key transformations. Country profile reports for each of the 28 Member StatesProfiles for a single country should provide the 28
EU Member States with an overview of the results of the digital transformation, both in terms of the progress made and in terms of a performance comparison compared to the previous year, and benchmarking by comparing each country's performance with the EU average. This information shall be provided for each of the seven
monitored indicators. Figure 2 below shows exemplary results for Estonia: Figure 3: Estonia's results in digital transformation. Source: Digital Transformation Scoreboard 2018 For each of the Member States analysed, the profiles also include a brief analysis of strengths and areas for improvement, as well as interesting policy practices. In
summary, the report describes the Netherlands, Finland, Sweden, Belgium and Luxembourg as leaders in digital transformation conditions (Digital Transformation Enablers Index), while Denmark, Ireland and Finland have the best results for the integration of digital technologies (Digital Technology Index). Support from the Interreg Europe
Policy Learning Platform In view of the number of Interreg Europe projects (CYBER, DEVISE, FFWD EUROPE, INTRA, Future Ecom, RegionArts, SKILLS+, TRINNO...) on the digital transformation from different perspectives, the policy learning platform will hold an online discussion on digital transformation by the end of September with
a view to initiating the exchange of experience between project partners and providing expertise where necessary. Announcements will be made in the coming days via the website of the Policy Learning Platform and invitations will be sent out via email. Sources and further reading of the Community digitised European industry website,
EC's Digital Transformation Monitor, EC article and download page for the Digital Transformation Scoreboard 2018, Community website on business integration of digital technology, Digital Economy Society Index Report 2018, download at at The European Platform for National Initiatives for Digitisation of Industry, #InterregEurope
#policylearning #SME Competitiveness #digital Transformation [1] Digitisation of European Industry, 03.08.2018 [2] EC Article, 01.08.2018 Image credit: Photo by Pixabay from Pexels By Dimitris Panopoulos* The 2018 Digital Transformation Scoreboard survey focused on two industries – food and construction – which are essential to
Europe's economy and where SMEs represent a large share of added value and employment at EU level. However, as the results of the survey/study show, these two industries are still lagging behind in terms of digital transformation. Efforts still need to be made to ensure the widespread dissemination of digital tools and platforms and
management capacities in these industries. This is particularly critical in view of the profound impact that the emergence of digital technologies already has in these industries, which will only increase with the deployment of new and disruptive technologies. This article provides important insights into the impact of new digital technologies
on these two industries and the guidelines to be taken to shape the response of their various stakeholders to new digital challenges and opportunities faced by their leaders. The ubiquitous digital technology: an opportunity for EU businesses The digital age and the ubiquitous digital interaction and connectivity open doors for a wide range
of business opportunities for European businesses. According to the results of the survey, 89.3% of companies say they are fully aware of the new perspectives created by the digital revolution. A further breakdown of this result by industry shows that 91.3% of business leaders in the construction sector say they are aware of the potential
of digital technologies, while awareness in the food industry is slightly lower at 88%, indicating that the construction industry is more ready to engage in its digital transformation. EU companies see new digital technologies as an opportunity and not a threat Digital transformation does not happen in itself. It is not enough to be aware of the
benefits of digital technologies and cannot serve as a sign of a company's ability to translate digital opportunities into concrete results. The results of the survey show that 87% of companies in the construction sector indicate that they have already seen positive results through digital technologies, while the proportion is slightly lower in the
food industry (81%). Although it is impossible to determine whether these positive results were created by using one or more of the nine key technologies discussed in the relevant research, or by introducing other technologies, technologies, provides evidence that European companies in these two industries can take full advantage of the
opportunities offered by digital technologies by translating them into tangible results. A slow digital adoption pace The results of the 2018 study show that the pace of digital adoption processes varies significantly across the two industries studied. In the food and construction industry, European companies aware of the importance of the
digital economy have integrated specific digital technologies at different and variable speeds, from 1.7% in 3D printing to 42.4% on social media for the food industry and from 9.5% in 3D printing to 31% in big data and analysis in the construction industry. Digital transformation affects different functions in different industries The
introduction of digital technologies affects different business functions in companies. In general, CRM, operational marketing and quality assurance are the most affected functions in the food industry, while these functions in the construction industry are primarily project management, IT programming, CRM and operational marketing.
These features are not only aimed at production and supply in companies, but also at their marketing strategies. Therefore, the digital transformation of businesses in these two industries not only affects key functions related to the industry's demand side (e.g. Different industries have different needs for digital technologies Both the food
and construction industries have different needs in terms of key digital technologies, and the level of digital adoption depends to a large extent on these needs. The introduction of social media, cloud technologies, big data and analytics and the Internet of Things is progressing rapidly, with between 25% and 45% of companies in the
construction industry adopting these technologies, while in the case of the food industry, the main digital technologies adopted by more than 20% of companies are social media, big data and analytics, and robotic and automated machines. These differences in the introduction of key digital technologies suggest that different needs are
prioritised in each industry. For example, the need for robotic machines and automated machines is higher in the food sector than in the construction sector because of the nature of production processes in this industry. Interestingly, both industries adopt social media technologies at a high pace, which may imply that there is a greater
need to engage with customers than to improve production processes; On the contrary, 3D printing technology is only used by a low percentage of companies in each industry with a smaller share in the construction sector. Access to digital skills The lack of digital skills in the labour market across Europe no longer seems to be
insurmountable barriers to the use of digital technologies by industry. It is common to see that although only a fraction of businesses have access to the right skills needed to engage in digital transformation, they can often outsource their digital work (e.g. develop a digital strategy and ensure its implementation) and therefore still have
access to the skills required by the digital economy. Digital skills are currently often perceived as assets with increased specific characteristics, and access is usually granted through outsourcing processes. As the digital transformation of European industry progresses over time, we can expect to observe insourcing trends, provided that
the EU continues its efforts to implement policies and initiatives aimed at facilitating the upgrading, retraining and educating the population. It's not hard to find people who have the digital profile we need. In addition, if some applications require more advanced digital skills, we can outsource them. Emmanouil Karpadakis, Marketing
Manager at Terra Creta (olive oil producing company, Greece) We are currently considering developing a digital strategy for our company. We are now looking to hire someone who would lead us in our digital transformation, but we haven???t found this person yet as he/she should have not only expertise in digital technologies and
strategies, but also an in-depth knowledge of our industry. Dimitar Grigorov, Sales Director at EME AD (electrical equipment that produces the company, Bulgaria) *Executive of Labour Market Needs' Diagnosis Mechanism, Ministry of Labour, Social Security and Social Solidarity in Greece Page 2Completing almost another decade of
presence on the international market and established as one of the most popular and influential brands in political - economic - business publications, European Business Review is a prestigious publication of high quality and style, aiming to provide complete, reliable and meaningful information about the development of business, the
latest trends in all sectors, the most successful business personalities and businesses. Prominent contributors such as politicians, journalists, businesspeople, academics, representatives of organisations and associations express their views and opinions on all issues with in-depth articles, analyses and studies. Focusing on being a
reference point and a valuable tool for business, the magazine is distributed regularly to major events and conferences, CEO's and directors of large companies and organizations, members of governments and institutions, think tanks, academics, airline business class lounges (Lufthansa, Swiss, EvaAir), hotel lobbies, journalists,
subscribers, selected selling points, etc. European Business Review is primarily aimed at citizens who are economic, evaair and those perceived as movers and shakers. Target audience for for Business Review consists of working women and men aged 25+ who have received a higher education, have an upper socio-economic profile,
live in urban areas, people who want to stay in touch with developments in business, market trends and social lifestyles. build brand and industry awareness, enter new markets, promote your products &amp; services, gain prestige, influence the regulatory debate.... For more details, prices and advertising opportunities, you can download
Media KitPage 3 Home » EB Review Online Subscription Is already in its second decade of revenue, the English speaking European Business Review magazine represents one of the most important brands in international business-financial-political publications with readers and recipients worldwide. So don't hesitate! Click on the
corresponding button below to subscribe securely online to the European Business Review Printed Edition and win a 2 month free subscription! Europe: Rest of the world: Online subscription payments are made via the secure Gateway PayPal. All data will be (128bit) encrypted to ensure absolute security. READ ALSO Page 4 Home »
EB Review EMG Strategic Consulting Ltd. London Headquarters | 64 Princes Court, 88 Brompton Road, Knightsbridge SW31ET, London | United Kingdom E: [email protected] | W: www.emgcommunications.co.uk READ ALSO Page 5 Home » EB Review European Business Review printed and online edition published by: EMG Strategic
Consulting Ltd London Headquarters | 64 Princes Court, 88 Brompton Road, Knightsbridge SW31ET, London | United Kingdom E: [email protected] | W: www.emgcommunications.co.uk click here to contact our editorial department Click here to contact our Advertising Department READ ALSO Page 6 Home » Events Young generation
shipping in an open dialogue with representatives from the full spectrum of Greek shipping cluster JA to Shipping Forum 2020 will be part of Posidonia Web Forums Week By: EBR | Thursday October 15, 2020 YES to The Shipping Forum 2020 will be held Thursday October 29, 2020, from 18.00 to 21.00 hours through YES FORUM
Facebook page POSIDONIA web forum week announced By: EBR | Thursday September 10, 2020 Key industry media to host a program of web events/ 26-30 October 2020 YES Forum: the 10th online open dialogue completed By: EBR | Monday, August 3, 2020 These online discussions are certainly here to stay, therefore the next
discussion will take place again from September 2020. No man is an island hero by himself at the National Museum of Contemporary Art Athens (EMST) By: EBR | Wednesday 24 June 2020 Five rooms | A hike of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 July Ten years of the Acropolis Museum By: EBR | Friday, June 19, 2020, June 20, 2019, we celebrated our 10th
anniversary at the Acropolis Museum MORE ARTICLES GLOBAL YOUNG SHIPPING FORUM: What Now? By: EBR | Thursday June 18, 2020 Friday, June 5, 2020 , 14 Youth Shipping Organizations from countries united at the 1st Open E-dialogue on the initiative of Young Executives Shipping (YES) FORUM (Greece) Acropolis
Museum By: EBR | Tuesday June 16, 2020 Saturday, June 20, 2020 Acropolis Museum celebrates 11 years of operation and welcomes back its visitors GLOBAL YOUNG SHIPPING FORUM: What now? By: EBR | Thursday 4 June 2020 Friday 5 June 2020 at 12:00 PM Tuesday June 2, 2020 Artistic Director, Katerina Evangelatos, Note
2020 Athens &amp; Epidaurus Festival program is announced by: EBR | Monday 30 March 2020 Artistic Director's Note for the original concept and planning behind 2020 planning POSIDONIA rescheduled for October 2020 By: EBR | Tuesday, April 17, 2011; 10:2020 In view of the escalating challenges we all face as a result of the
Coronavirus-COVID-19 pandemic and the need to protect the health and well-being of exhibitors and visitors while complying with who's and the Greek Government's guidelines, it has been decided to postpone Posidonia 2020 Shipping 4.0 reimagined new tech logs in and at full exhibition at POSID 2020 : EBR | Monday, March 9, 2020
Tech startups and entrepreneurs will wow Posidonia 2020's visitors and delegates this summer with their latest, high-tech, digitally enabled and data-driven solutions to ancient legacy problems, as well as with a fresher perspective for a more sustainable and efficient future of the shipping industry POSIDONIA 2020 on track to become the
largest ever Of: EBR | Monday 10 February 2020 Environmental policy and their influence in the limelight The Propel Club celebrates new year in the Greek tradition By: EBR | On Tuesday 21 January 2020, the United States International Propeller Club, Piraeus Harbour, celebrated new year in Greek tradition of cutting the traditional
Greek New Year cake at the Grande Bretagne Hotel on Monday 20 January 2020 Hopes and frustrated expectations of COP25 By: EBR | Thursday, December 19, 2019 For most politicians and experts who participated in COP25, the summit's results are insufficient. The protesters and critics who followed the summit from outside are
even more frustrated «19o NAVIGATOR FORUM» By: EBR | Friday 13 December 2019 19 January 2019 - SHIPPING MAKERS FORUM was organized by NAVIGATOR SHIPPING CONSULTANTS with great success «19th NAVIGATOR 2019 – THE SHIPPING MAKERS FORUM» By: EBR | Monday, November 25, 2019 19th
NAVIGATOR 2019 - The SHIPPING DECISION MAKERS FORUM will be held for 19 October 2019 The Trans-Atlantic Management Network and the Master Programme in Energy, Strategy, Law and Economics of the Department of International and Studies from the University of Piraeus organised the first annual EastMed Energy
Leadership Summit on 1-2 October 2015. September 2019 Basil and Elise Goulandris Foundation is one of the most important private collections to be assembled during the second half of the 20th century. The main purpose of the new museum built in Athens is to house the collection and make it accessible to all, as was desired by its
founders Pages: 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 10 11 Next Page 7 Home »Interviews It is no surprise that 2020 has been a very challenging year for the cultural sector worldwide. The cultural and creative industries are among the hardest hit with more than 7 million jobs affected in Europe GMF chairman: 'Coronavirus accelerates many trends that were
there before' By: EBR | Thursday, April 30, 2020 Nationalist reactions to the spread of coronavirus have accelerated the rift in the already strained transatlantic relationship. But there is reason to be optimistic, since the pandemic is likely to highlight the importance of cooperation, GMF President Karen Donfried told a decade to pay



homage to the eternal ancient symbol of the Acropolis via its Museum City: EBR | Friday January 10, 2020 An exclusive interview with Mr. Dimitrios Pantermalis, Chairman/Board of Directors of the Acropolis Museum The Allegro of Greek National Opera By: EBR | Friday, January 10, 2020 Few directors in the opera world are quite as
iconic as Giorgos Koumendakis. While his style, with his many accolades and always high status cooperates alongside slow movements of prestigious achievements that resemble a kaleidoscope of his successes, and may not be for everyone, but there is no doubt that he has a clear vision of how he sees the opera. He has worked in
many great artistic programs and he is still going strong Cosmopolitan and festive art in the small island of Hydra - IAMY Culture Riviera by: EBR | Friday, March 22, 2019 Exclusive interview with the director of IAMY Ntina Adamopoulou in EBR: The architect of the EU Jean Monnet had once confessed that if he could start Europe, he
would start from culture ...!! , she mentions and analyzes EBR strolling around the Museum of Modern Art in NYC By: EBR | Thursday, January 10, 2019 Charles White: A Retrospective is the first major museum survey devoted to the artist in over 30 years. on MoMA's Floor 3 to January 13, 2019 MORE ARTICLES The puzzle of the
world economy &amp; the maze of EP selections By: EBR | Thursday 10 January 2019 End of the crisis - US: growth vs. EU: nationalism and populism forces Ambassador Ikic-Bohm: We need to strengthen citizens' confidence in the EU By: EBR | Thursday, December 20, 2018 The Republic of Austria's Ambassador to the Hellenic
Republic, Andrea Ikic-Bohm, speaks in an exclusive interview on the EBR about the current economic and business opportunities in Greece, strengthening bilateral relations and european elections 2019 George Patoulis at THE EBR: Economy and the ability of banks to finance Greek businesses by: EBR | Thursday, December 20, 2018
George Patoulis President of the BORED gave an exclusive interview on the EBR on the Greek economy and the ability of the Greek banks to finance the real economy Professor Papasotiriou at the EBR: China's president will likely be more influential in shaping the twenty-first century Of: EBR | Thursday, December 20, 2018 The
Director of the Institute of International Relations, Mr. Harry Papasotiriou, in an exclusive interview with the European Business Review (EBR) talks about Europe's top agenda Weber on EBR: Europe is not about budgets, but most of all about people Of: EBR | On 15 December 2018 The Chairman of the EPP Group in the European
Parliament and Spitzenkandidat for the Top Office, Manfred Weber, speaks in an exclusive interview at the European Business Review (EBR) and Journalist Eirini Sotiropoulou about his political priorities as well as the future of Europe. AmCham Chairman: We are now better prepared to deal with a new financial crisis By: EBR |
Thursday, December 13, 2018 On the occasion of the 29th Greek Economy Conference held in Athens, the President of the U.S. Greek Chamber of Commerce, Simos Anastasopoulos, gave an exclusive interview at the European Business Review Dijsselbloem: The Greek Government will gradually gain more and more access to the
markets By: EBR | Tuesday, October 23, 2018 The Greek government will be able to gradually gain more and more access to markets as the end of the bailout, the current economic outlook and a healthy budget allow Greece to regain its financial independence, former Eurogroup President Jeroen Dijsselbloem The Hydra Museum
Historical Archives: Mecca of Arts & Letters By: EBR | Monday, October 1, 2018 Exclusive interview with the Director of IAMY Ntina Adamopoulou in EBR: The architect of the EU Jean Monnet had once confessed that if he could re-start Europe, he would start from culture...!! , she mentions and analyzes My love of Art: Natura is named
director of the Museum of Cycladic Art By: EBR | July 2018 Nikos Stampolidis, professor and director of the MCA in an exclusive interview EMST: The Chandelier in contemporary art and modernism By: EBR | Friday, July 20, 2018 Exclusive interview with the Director of the Museum of Contemporary Arts in the Athens Museum of
Contemporary Art (MOCA) in Andros By: EBR | Friday, July 20, 2018 The blue cultural germ of the Aegean - Exclusive interview with the Director of MOCA, Dr. Kiriakos Koutsomallis Greek FM: Europe must keep its word to Northern Macedonia and Albania By: EBR | Monday, June 25, 2018 EXCLUSIVE/EU capitals should keep their
word and open accession talks with Northern Macedonia and Albania at the 28-29 June summit, Greek Foreign Minister Nikos Kotzias told in a wide-ranging interview Arab-Greek Chamber: Greece will always maintain its position in the Arab world By: EBR | On Wednesday, May 30, 2018 Greece's crucial role in strengthening business
and economic relations with the Arab world highlighted the president of the Arab-Greek Chamber of Commerce &amp; Development, Harris Geronikolas, in an exclusive interview with EBR Q&amp;A: What would happen in a world without vaccines? By: EBR | Wednesday, April 25, 2018 One of the things vaccines make possible is the
eradication of disease Page 8 Home » World Other countries show many ways in which a nation can depoliticise nominations to its highest court. All Justices should have bipartisan support The hidden skills gaps employers must learn to bridge: EBR | Tuesday 27 October 2020 Many workplaces will soon have different core requirements
- and the changes go far beyond technical expertise Aircraft air quality and transport virus risk in focus By: EBR | 26 October 2020 Air quality on flights needs to be improved if the EU agrees to back new safety standards. The fresh push for cleaner air comes as transport companies struggle to convince passengers their services are at
low risk in the ongoing spread of the uk signing first major post-Brexit trade deal with Japan By: EBR | Friday 23 October 2020 Britain and Japan formally signed a trade agreement on Friday (October 23) marking the UK's first major post-Brexit trade agreement as it continues to struggle to reach an agreement with its closest trading
partners in the EU The economic consequences of COVID-19: Why no country is immune by: EBR | Thursday October 22, 2020 The Covid-19 pandemic is a global shock like no other involving simultaneous disruptions of both supply and demand in a interconnected world economy UN and human rights By: N. Peter Kramer |
Wednesday, October 21, 2020 Cuba, China, Pakistan, Russia and Uzbekistan, all notorious for abusing human rights, are among the 14 countries elected to the U.N. Human Rights Council on October 13, bringing the share of nondemocratic states on the world's top human rights promotion body to 60% more articles U.S. election
Update: A narrower lead for Biden City: EBR | Wednesday October 21, 2020 Despite a tighter race, another victory for Trump as in 2016 is highly unlikely in 2020 Asia's Heart, Nursultan City: EBR | Monday October 19, 2020 1990s was a period of relief after nearly 50 years of Cold War can the U.S. regain its global leadership? By: EBR |
On Friday, October 16, 2020, the world desperately needs American leadership. But what should America's allies and competitors expect from the next US president? Here are Carnegie's views from China, Europe, India, Lebanon, Russia and the U.S. COVID-19 could distract the world from even bigger threats By: EBR | Friday, October
16, 2020 COVID-19 has undoubtedly one of the biggest shocks for planet for generations Why the future of food must be blue as well as green By: EBR | Friday October 16, 2020 Fish is food. We know that. And yet, in discussions about the future of food, this simple fact tends to be forgotten Germany drafting law to give people the legal
right to work from home By: EBR | On Thursday 15 October 2020, Germany has said that it will give citizens the legal right to work from home Red Block by: EBR | Wednesday, October 14, 2020 What happens if Trump declares victory on election night and tries to contest any late uncounted ballots - both in the courts and in the public?
Trump's Supreme Court nominee dodges a difficult question: N. Peter Kramer | Wednesday, October 14, 2020 Is it legally correct that shortly before the 2016 presidential election the Republican majority in the U.S. Senate blocked the nomination for an Associate Justice of Democratic President Obama? India: Gender inequality seriously
harms women and girls: EBR | Monday October 12, 2020 The problem of abuse of women in India will only be solved by changing entrenched culture norms that allow the abuse and degradation of women Offshore wind industry cooperation between Taiwan and the EU: a win-win situation By: EBR | On Monday 12 October 2020, the
EUROPEAN Commission, like many government agencies around the world, is critical of its international economic policy and has recently launched a major review of its trade policy Why the downturn is good news for subscription companies By: EBR | Wednesday 7 October 2020 2020 is filled with headlines that revolve around the word
'crisis'- coronavirus crisis, financial crisis, climate crisis and many more The all-too-real consequences of military war games By: EBR | Tuesday, October 6, 2020 Militaris around the world train regularly to ensure troops stay capable of combat, but for an army at least, the exercises have become more deadly than the real thing China:
The Thirsty Drowning Dragon Of: EBR | Monday, October 5, 2020 In all articles these days about China's position in the world, one topic has remained underexposed: the country's great ecological vulnerability Biden 1, Trump 0 in the first round Of: EBR | Friday, October 2, 2020 Democrats, who had been worried about how Biden would
perform can breathe relieved Up Pages: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 21 22 023 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 Next page 9 Home » Business COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated technological advances and the automation of many routine tasks – from contactless cashiers to robots delivering
parcels The number of fixed-term fixed-term workers is expected to double by 2021 By: EBR | On Tuesday, October 27, 2020 The percentage of workers around the world who are permanently working from home is expected to double by 2021 as productivity has increased during the coronavirus pandemic, according to a study from
Enterprise Technology Technology (ETR) How Ready Are You for the Work-from-Anywhere Era? By: EBR | Monday, October 26, 2020 The Covid-19 pandemic has thrown life and work as we once knew it in a state of almost crippling uncertainty How AI can train employees for the jobs of the future By: EBR | Friday October 23, 2020
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is changing the world of work at a rapid pace, and its impact is poised to accelerate even further in the coming decades Why employers must learn to value their talent By: EBR | Thursday October 22, 2020 More than 10% of U.S. workers deliberately act against their corporate interests EU countries must match
promises with policy on wind power, industry says By: EBR | Friday October 16, 2020 EU Member States must introduce policies to support their wind power ambitions, according to industry lobby group WindEurope MORE articles These industry leaders are calling for a carbon tax on shipping fuel By: EBR | October 2020 In 2018, the
International Maritime Organisation (IMO) received broad support when it announced a landmark strategy to reduce transit emissions Remotely involves massive cyber risks By: EBR | Friday, September 25, 2020 These top IT tips can help keep your employees secure A checklist for boards in the new normal Of: EBR | Wednesday,
September 23, 2020 Covid-19 has spurred corporate boards to improvise new practices while keeping those who have served them well. Here's a rundown 3 questions for leaders who use tech to make the world a better place By: EBR | Friday, September 18, 2020 We are currently tackling the biggest global public health crisis in a
century. We need to act decisively and quickly if we are to deal with this crisis directly and rebuild and reconfigure our economies and societies for a prosperous, inclusive and sustainable future How businesses can build a sustainable future for all of them By: EBR | Friday, September 18, 2020 Coronavirus pandemic has been a dark and
difficult time for all of us: our society, our people and our businesses have been hurt economically and socially as the speed of physical movement, interaction and commerce has slowed why the industry needs a reset – and how to do it By: EBR | Thursday, September 17, 2020 COVID-19 slowed the activity of otherwise busy factories
and made cities look like ghost towns, as health precautions kept workers in their homes and supply chain disruptions challenged production for many major industries Clock ticking on Luxury watchmakers By: EBR | Monday, September 7, 2020 After several decades of growth time has finally caught up with the high end watchmaker
company Reconceiving Innovation for Covid-19 By: EBR | Tuesday, September 1, 2020 For certain companies, covid-19 has infused new meaning in the old cliché that a crisis is just an option in disguise Is flexible working here to stay? We asked 6 companies how to get it to operate By: EBR | Thursday August 27, 2020 Remember the
days when you could easily walk over to a colleague chat about a project? Many people are now used to doing this almost – and although some of us will return to work, it seems like remote working has come to live in some form or other Global business travel will survive COVID-19, study says By: EBR | Wednesday, August 26, 2020
Global business trips are largely ground to a halt during the pandemic. Experts have been raising the alarm that this is dead business travel as we know it Beyond Wirecard: What really Ails German finance of: EBR | Friday, August 21, 2020 Reforms proposed after the fintech scandal will not be enough to fix an uncertain banking sector. 5
Things COVID-19 Has Taught Us About Inequality By: EBR | Wednesday 19 August 2020 From access to health care and green spaces to work and education, here are five areas of society where there are big differences. Why COVID-19 makes inclusion a strategic necessity for business By: EBR | Friday, August 7, 2020 To quote
Singapore's Senior Minister Tharman Shanmugaratnam from his national address last month: The future begins now COVID-19 has disrupted cybersecurity, too - here's how companies can reduce their risk By: EBR | On July 28, 2020, COVID-19 changes everything. Along with social distancing, obsessive disinfection, broken supply
chains, fragmented workforce and the increase in video encounters, the pandemic is the driving force behind acute systemic changes in consumer and business behavior Pages:1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 Next page 10 Home » Management What makes a
team more than the sum of its Parts? Its cohesion or connectedness, which allows the pooling of individual members' strengths and compensates for their weaknesses Leadership in wicked times By: EBR | Wednesday October 14, 2020 This extraordinary year has brought in an unprecedented number of evil problems - like Covid-19 or
systemic racism 3 ways to improve diversity and inclusion in your organization By: EBR | Friday October 2, 2020 The global pandemic has put much of everyday life on hold, including many important corporate initiatives Better Networking begins with your faith By: EBR | Thursday 17 September 2020 Be honest: What do you miss least
about working life before Covid-19? After the long commute, a close second may be network events. It is well known now – and research confirms it – that the very idea of networking can make everyone but the most extreme extroverts feel awkward, illegitimate and even dirty How to listen and ask questions to effectively teamwork by:
EBR | On Monday, September 7, 2020 In the course of helping organizations and teams develop more effective ways of working, I have found that many of the barriers to delivering value quickly to customers stem from mental models and assumptions that have been internalized Deconstruct learning, Reconstruct Training By: EBR |
Friday, September 4, 2020 the decision to reopen university campuses has been a source of heated controversy several articles Pandemic or No, It's Business as Usual for Boards By: EBR | Monday, August 31, 2020 The scale and pace of change triggered by the Covid-19 pandemic has no precedent in modern history We need to build
resilience. Here's How the Insurance and Asset Management Industry Can Lead by: EBR | Monday, August 31, 2020 Twice already in the 21st century, we have faced once-in-a-generation shocks to the global economy and society: the global financial crisis and the COVID-19 pandemic Here are 5 skills researchers say employers are
looking for right now By: EBR | Friday, August 21, 2020 The equivalent of 305 million full-time jobs has been lost globally since the COVID-19 hit, according to the International Labor Organization. Manufacturers, airlines and retailers have announced layoffs in the thousands. Young people have been particularly hard hit. Power, policy
and crisis response on the Board of Directors by: EBR | Friday July 31, 2020 When the crisis kicks in, we tend to rely on instinct. Familiar solutions and well-honed answers will seem most natural to us – regardless of their relevance to the problem at hand Why the world needs self-reflexive leaders By: EBR | Wednesday, July 29, 2020
When asked what the post-Covid world might look like, French author Michel Houellebecq said: The same - only worse How Boards cope with Covid-19 By: EBR | Tuesday, July 28, 2020 A crucial role for any board is risk management Three CEO Strategies to Guide Companies Through Crises By: EBR | Thursday, July 23, 2020 If your
actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more and become more, you are a leader, said John Quincy Adams, the sixth president of the United States 6 ways companies can beat COVID-19 uncertainty to their advantage By: EBR | Wednesday, July 15, 2020 COVID-19 and the associated economic turmoil have put pressure
on companies around the world and pose an existential threat to many companies Network in the new reality Of: EBR | Friday July 10, 2020 For many people, networking feels a bit like squeezing your pants at a size too small. But networking is essential if you want to bring together the social capital indispensable to a successful career
How Resilient Leaders Think By: EBR | Thursday, July 9, 2020 Can you encounter adverse circumstances and get stronger out of them? The two faces leadership of: EBR | Thursday July 9, 2020 Leadership has two faces: a very visible, a less so in the current crisis, smaller hierarchical companies Show special resilience of: EBR |
Friday, July 3, 2020 How can more traditional organizations exploit the cultural and behavioral aspects of self-management imposed by the Covid-19 crisis? How leaders can cultivate patience in an impatient world by: EBR | Wednesday, July 1, 2020 Nine ways to develop this important muscle and harvest its health benefits Environmental
leadership will be more in demand ever after COVID-19 By: EBR | 16 June 2020 In a few months, COVID-19 has reshaped the world. While we don't know how long the pandemic will affect our daily lives, we can already see the impact it has on so many areas Page 11 Home » Analyses This month, delegates from governments around
the world meet (almost) for a crucial, if under-the-radar, climate summit at the Un's International Maritime Organization (IMO) The Post-Pandemic Crisis: What Happens Next? By: EBR | Monday, October 26, 2020 The lack of multilateral strategic decision-making in these COVID times has been led by the Trump administration and its
bizarre attacks on international institutions Transportation leaders go in search of safe data space By: EBR | Monday October 26, 2020 Coronavirus is likely to accelerate the shift of transport towards digitisation and help the sector reduce both its environmental footprint and its costs IMF: How to ensure an inclusive recovery in the Middle
East and Central Asia By: EBR | Friday October 23, 2020 Countries in the Middle East and Central Asia face covid-19 a public health emergency unlike any seen in our lifetime, along with an unprecedented economic slowdown Over half of Europe's small businesses fear for survival, the study finds City: EBR | Thursday October 22, 2020
Over half of the small and medium-sized enterprises that together provide jobs to two-thirds of European workers fearing for their survival in the coming 12 months, according to a study released by management consultancy McKinsey Fixing plastic collection seen as crucial to the success of chemical recycling By: EBR | Wednesday
October 21, 2020 Two billion people worldwide do not have access to proper waste collection services leading to ever-increasing plastic pollution in seas and waterways, especially in the global south MORE ARTICLES New research shows the Atlantic just had its hottest decade in 3000 years By: EBR | Friday October 16, 2020 The past
decade has been the Atlantic's hottest for nearly three whole millennia The new lens that can unlock the net-zero economy by: EBR | Thursday October 15, 2020 The world today faces a series of convergent global emergencies related to economy, environment and society Cars, planes, trains: where do transport CO2 emissions come
from? By: EBR | Wednesday, October 14, 2020 Transportation accounts for about a fifth of global carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions [24% if we only consider CO2 emissions from energy] Emissions have fallen this year. Now we have to make it permanent By: EBR | Wednesday 14 October 2020 The green transition in the COVID-19 crisis
is an expected 8% drop in global CO2 emissions by 2020 The future of cities: sustainable or bankrupt By: EBR | Wednesday, October 14, 2020 European leaders need to recognize that direct investment in cities is the best way to address the immediate needs of our citizens, while responding to the causes climate crisis climate crisis
supply chain for large-scale Covid-19 Test By: EBR | Monday, October 12, 2020 Scaling up access to the Covid-19 test is one of the most serious challenges that the global healthcare supply chain has ever faced. And that's not going away anytime soon What are the biggest risks to business? New data show that climate problems are on
the rise: EBR | Monday, October 12, 2020 An overly simplistic view of the global economy has fueled climate denial and skepticism for decades How to build a better health system: 8 expert essays By: EBR | Tuesday October 6, 2020 Our healthy future cannot be achieved without putting the health and well-being of the population at the
heart of public policy Now is the time for an honest conversation about carbon dioxide removal By: EBR | Tuesday 6 October 2020 The European Commission's new climate plan for 2030 increases uncertainty and gives us a precipitous awakening with carbon removal The oceans absorb more carbon than previously thought By: EBR |
Friday, October 2, 2020 The oceans cover over 70% of the Earth's surface and play a crucial role in taking up CO2 from the atmosphere Science and innovation as the way out of the crisis By: EBR | Thursday 1 October 2020 The only plausible exit strategy for our current global challenges is science and innovation. More than ever, we
need EU funding for science and innovation... anyway the council wants to cut Horizon Europe, warns Pascal Lamy and Carlos Moedas 3 ways blockchain can speed up sustainable development By: EBR | September 29, 2020 When the World Goals were conceived in 2012, blockchain technology was in its early days. Few could have
predicted the trajectory and potential of blockchain to advance these ambitious goals of Internal Combustion Engine 'not going away', automakers say By: EBR | Tuesday, September 29, 2020 While automakers are busy making plans to roll out electric cars, the existing fleet will continue to rely on traditional fuels for many years to come,
the industry says, arguing for biofuels to achieve CO2 cuts in the short term Why workers are key to the sustainable, smart factories of the future By: EBR | Friday, April 25, 2020 No matter how intelligent our factories become, the human workforce will always be their success Pages: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 Next page 12 Home » Europe The ink was hardly dry on the EU Covid recovery plan before it was overtaken by the second wave. Now, with the virus again sweeping through Europe, it's time for more creative and forward-looking strategic thinking
Startups call for proactive measures to screen content as part of the Digital Services Act By: EBR | On 1Ocen, EU policy makers should make provisions as part of the forthcoming Digital Services Act that will allow platforms to screen uploaded content for illegal and harmful content, a paper published by the international startup
association has said Brexit and the grim reality Take Back Control By: EBR | On Friday 23 October 2020, Britain's economic relationship with the EU will change radically. Instead of open trade, Britain is heading for a hard Brexit that will have serious consequences for its economy and the role of a trading nation Europe needs laws to stop
imports of deforestation-linked products, lawmakers say By: EBR | On Thursday (22 October) the European Parliament called on the EU to introduce laws to prevent imports of goods and products linked to deforestation and human rights violations, solar's unique opportunity to lead the reindustrialisation of Europe by: EBR | Friday
October 23, 2020 Planning for large, large quantities of solar PV production here in Europe may seem like a high task, but it is becoming increasingly apparent that the scale of the climate crisis dwarfs even the most ambitious plans the European Commission issues first issue of EU SURE social bonds By: EBR | Thursday, October 22,
2020 The European Commission issued a €17 billion inaugural social bond under the EU SURE instrument to help protect jobs and keep people working MORE ARTICLES Digital: EU must set standards for regulating online platforms, say MEPs Of: EBR | Wednesday, October 21, 2020 Parliament calls for future-proof rules on digital
services, including online platforms and marketplaces, and for a binding mechanism to combat illegal content online Eradication of trafficking: Persistent risks require strategic approach By: EBR | Wednesday, October 21, 2020 The Commission presents its third report on the progress made in the fight against trafficking in the EU-Western
Balkans: Time is of the essence Of: EBR | Wednesday, October 21, 2020 Earlier this month the European Commission adopted its annual enlargement package, which includes a communication on EU enlargement policy assessing the current state of Western Balkan integration in the EU and outlines priorities for future actions
Parliament is leading the way in the first set of EU rules on AI By: EBR | On Wednesday 21 October 2020 MePs adopted proposals on how best to regulate AI (AI) in order to promote innovation, ethical standards and confidence in technology. Europe must grow up and stop moaning about Trump By: EBR | Tuesday 20 October 2020
Regardless of who sits in the White House, january 2021, Europe must grow up and take responsibility for rebuilding multilateralism, redress the transatlantic relationship and revive arms control Erasmus, which is celebrated around the world as MEPs push for more funding By: EBR | Friday, October 16, 2020 As Europe celebrates its
flagship educational mobility program, lawmakers in the European Parliament are fighting to increase the budget of what is widely recognized as one of the EU's greatest achievements Renovation Wave Strategy By: EBR | | 15 October 2020 Renovation wave: Doubling the rate of refurbishment to reduce emissions, boost recovery and
reduce energy poverty The EU must soften on Brexit to secure wider European goals: EBR | October 13, 2020 A paradox surrounds the Brexit deed. As EU leaders gather for this week's make-or-break summit to decide if a deal is still possible, they will be more eager than Brexiteers to save the UK from themselves The European
Parliament calls for a ban on unpaid internships By: EBR | Monday, October 12, 2020 With youth unemployment on the rise across the EU, and exacerbated further by the fallout of the COVID-19 pandemic, EU legislators called on the European Commission and member states last week to increase their support for young people in
precarious working conditions Caucasus Burns While Europe struggles with: EBR | October 9, 2020 The armenia-Azerbaijan war over Nagorny Karabakh is a humanitarian disaster. Lack of response undermines EU claims to be a strategic player in the neighbourhood The EU's ambiguous fight for the rule of law by: EBR | On Wednesday
7 October 2020, the EU Commission's new report on the rule of law fails in three areas. In order to combat corruption and abuse of power, the EU must use funds and sanctions strategically Turkey's offer of EU membership, says the Commission of: EBR | Wednesday, October 7, 2020 The European Union executive said on Tuesday (6
October) that Turkey's government was undermining its economy, eroding democracy and destroying independent courts, leaving Ankara's bid to join the EU further away than ever Crimes against women and girls - the forgotten victims of the EU's new migration pact By: EBR | Tuesday, October 6, 2020 Think of the burden on many girls
and women as they cross borders in the most dangerous circumstances, putting their children and themselves at risk, only to be confronted with one of the oldest crimes in the world - human trafficking the EU's carbon tax proposal still has many grey areas By: EBR | 2 October 2020 While the EU carbon tax is to be introduced at EU
borders by 2022, a report describes the challenges and possibilities of this mechanism, which still has many grey areas Pages: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 Next Page 13 Home »
Dossiers The Sustainable Investment Forum – the largest financially focused event took place during New York's Climate Week September 2017, held in cooperation with the UNEP Financial Initiative (UNEP-FI) and built on the success of the 2016 edition , the Forum welcomed over 350 participants representing asset owners and
managers, commercial banks, development banks , private venture capital, technology developers, mayors and national policy makers all seek to operate Cooperation. Key topics covered include decarbonisation of investment portfolios, risk reduction, maximisation of private and public benefits and innovative financing tools and
technologies. More specifically among the key themes were: -Corporate and regional level leadership in sustainable investments -Increasing low-carbon investments and expanding green portfolios -Need for global standards and regulation -New sustainable financing tools -Utilizing technology for a risk-free financial system -Investments
to transform small and large energy infrastructure -Emerging markets for sustainable development and landscape management Public and private financial leaders discussed low-carbon investments in New York on Tuesday, September 19 , Climate Action, in official partnership with the UNEP Finance Initiative, held the second
Sustainable Investment Forum 2017 at the Crowne Plaza Hotel Times Square in New York during Climate Week NYC Interview with California State Controller Betty T. Yee Climate Action caught up with California State Controller Betty T. Yee on scaling up low-carbon investments and her participation in the Sustainable Investment
Forum Interview with Philippe Desfossés , Executive Director of ERAFP and Vice-President of IIGCC Climate Action caught up with Philippe Desfossés, Chief Executive Officer of ERAFP and Vice Chairman of the IIGCC, on scaling up low-carbon investments and his participation in the Sustainable Investment Forum Sustainable
Investment Forum: Funding Innovation for a Carbon Future The Sustainable Investment Forum - the largest finance-focused event taking place during New York Climate Week- is back for its second edition on 19 September 2017 Interview with Raymond Johansen , Reigning Mayor of Oslo Climate Action caught up with Raymond
Johansen, Executive Mayor of Oslo, Norway, on scaling up low-carbon investments and his participation in the Sustainable Investment Forum 2017 MORE ARTICLES Page 14 Home » Dossiers The European Business Review magazine welcomes a new regular editorial series that hosts reporting on well-known museums, cultural
centres, galleries, artistic foundations and interviews with their directors , Curators, as well as with leading personalities of the artistic scene. 'Extrait de Culture' focuses on important areas of classical, traditional, minimal, modern and contemporary art, providing a new sense of critical analysis while bringing a europeanisation aspect of
how to handle art as a tool for unity, prosperity and development. Cosmopolitan and festive art in the small island of Hydra - IAMY Culture Riviera Exclusive Interview with the director of IAMY Ntina Adamopoulou in EBR: The architect of the EU Jean Monnet had once confessed that if he could start Europe, he would start from culture ...!!
, she mentions and analyzes EBR strolling around The Museum of Modern Art of NYC: A Retrospective is the first major devoted to the artist for over 30 years. on MoMA's floor 3 through with 13, 2019 The Colour of Memory by Pierre Bonnard at TATE MODERN An exclusive interview about an exhibition of rarely shown paintings My love
of art: Natura says the director of the Museum of Cycladic Art Mr. Nikos Stampolidis, Professor and Director of MCA in an exclusive interview EMST: Chandelier of contemporary art and modernism Exclusive Interview with the Director of the Museum of Contemporary Arts in Athens MORE ARTICLES Museum of Contemporary Art
(MOCA) iros And By : EBR | July 2018 The Blue Cultural Germ of the Aegean - Exclusive interview with the Director of MOCA, Dr. Kiriakos Koutsomallis Page 15 Home »Dossiers We need to change Europe and make it more effective by answering citizens' concerns and building on what we have already achieved A. Tajani In May,
hundreds of millions of citizens will choose a new European Parliament. Eu citizens will carefully evaluate candidates and programmes before making choices that will shape the future of our continent and our role in the world in the years to come. The European Union, a unique joint project supported by peaceful cooperation, is under
threat from forces that want to destroy what we have achieved together. This is in contrast to recent studies showing a growing positive attitude towards the EU. 48% of European citizens believe that their vote counts in the EU. Despite differences between Member States, this represents an overall increase of 10 percentage points over
the last 10 years. However, a great deal still needs to be done. We need to change Europe and make it more effective by responding to citizens' concerns and building on what we have already achieved. In the coming months in particular, our citizens will examine how and what the EU is doing to protect them, create new opportunities
and create a strong European Union abroad. They expect responses to concerns about migration flows, security, the environment and jobs. We must work hard to ensure that our citizens are aware of the results that MEPs deliver every day, e.g. Antonio Tajani President of the European Parliament's PARLIAMENTARY elections 2019:
Daily map 23 May A daily news update on country-specific election facts, events and debates in all Member States EP Elections 2019: Daily map 22 May Α daily news update on country-specific election facts, events and debates in all Member States EP Elections 2019 : Daily May 21 A daily news update on country-specific election facts,
events and debates in all Member States EP Elections 2019: Daily Map May 20 A daily news update on country-specific election facts, events and debates in all Member States EP Elections 2019: Daily map May 17 A daily news update on country-specific election facts, events and debates in all Member States MORE ARTICLES EP
Elections 2019: Daily 16 May by: EBR | May 2019 A daily news update on country-specific election facts, events and debates in all Member States EP elections 2019: Daily map 15 May By: EBR | May 2019 A daily news update on country-specific election facts, events and debates in all Member States EP elections 2019: Daily map 14
May By: EBR | May 14, 2019 A daily news update on country-specific election facts, events and debates in all Member States Side 16 Home » Dossiers Radu, who spent 5 years in Brussels (2007-2012) with the European Parliament, EurActiv and Google, is a NATO nascent leader with the Atlantic Council of the United States (2014), a
Forbes Romania Trendsetter (2014) and a Warsaw Security Summit Leader (2015) Radu Magdin is an international analyst, consultant and adviser. He worked as an honorary adviser to the Romanian Prime Minister (2014-2015) and advised the Moldovan Prime Minister on a range of strategic issues, from political strategy and
communication to implementation and external affairs reforms. Radu, who spent 5 years in Brussels (2007-2012) with the European Parliament, EurActiv and Google, is a NATO nascent leader with the Atlantic Council of the United States (2014), a Forbes Romania Trendsetter (2014) and a leader of the Warsaw Security Summit (2015).
Since 2012, he is ceo of Smartlink Communications, where he advises people and organizations on how best to deal with crisis and reputation, and is a well-known analyst at abroad, having been widely cited as an expert by global media. Radu is since 2015 EU Affairs Vice President @ Strategikon, English-speaking Bucharest-based
think tank, and as of August 2017, he also runs Global Risk Advisory, a London-based risk consultancy. Magdin taught political leadership at the University of Bucharest's Journalism and Communications School (2014-2015) and currently helps current or aspiring leaders around the world to perform through power, communication and
strategy training. Last but not least, he pursues his passion for information warfare via a PhD. @ Romania's National School of Political and Administrative Studies, with a dissertation on Russian propaganda and Hybrid Warfare. Superclans: Global Entrepreneurial Families and Investor Resilience We live in a time of disruption, and with
each passing day, we receive confirmation that only those who smartly embrace change will be able to survive in an increasingly competitive business environment #ManageCompetition – A recipe for global success in strategic competition times Global strategic competition times require strategic responses, actions and frameworks.
Basically, we need a new, effective recipe to help, if not guarantee, success in the new international normal, shaping the global ecosystem and its dynamics Political thinking: five lessons for CEOs government should be run as a business and politicians should follow what business leaders do, match their drive for efficiency and innovation
5 bids for tycoons and other players in a changing world order From west to east and north to south, global power structures and mechanisms are changing, confirming premises a fast-growing world order Company boards and power of play After being helped to step down as CEO of Uber, Travis Kalanick recently appointed two new
board members in an effort to maintain tight control over the company – the battle for power and influence evolved to the next stage , the one of confrontation through proxies MORE ARTICLES Page 17 Home » Dossiers Political, economic and social fractures risk dividing us, by promoting intolerance, indecision and inaction. At the
Davos meeting, leaders will meet in more than 400 meetings to create a common narrative that will improve the state of the world The global context has changed dramatically: geostrategic fissures have resurfaced on several fronts with far-reaching political, economic and social consequences. Realpolitik is no longer just a relic of the
Cold War. The global commons cannot protect or heal itself. The World Economic Forum was established in 1971 as a nonprofit foundation and is headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland. It is independent, impartial and not tied to special interests. The Forum strives in all its efforts to demonstrate entrepreneurship in the public's global
interest while maintaining the highest standards of governance. Moral and intellectual integrity is at the heart of everything it does. The World Economic Forum's annual meeting in Davos therefore aims to reinstate leaders from all walks of life to develop a common narrative to improve the state of the world. The programme, initiatives and
projects at the meeting are focused on creating a common future in a divided world. By meeting at the beginning of the year, we can shape the future by participating in this unique global effort in co-design, co-creation and collaboration. The depth and breadth of the programme make it a true summit summit. Angela Merkel in Davos: We
need global cooperation, not walls Germany's chancellor, Angela Merkel, stressed the importance of multilateralism and warned that we have not learned from the darkest days of history British Prime Minister Theresa May looked forward to hi-tech life after Brexit A special speech by Britain's Theresa May Macron in Davos: I will close all
coal-fired power stations in 2021 France will close all coal-fired power stations by 2021 , President Emmanuel Macron said in an energetic speech to the participants of Davos Robert Shiller: Bitcoin is just an 'interesting experiment' Nobel Prize-winning economist Robert Shiller described bitcoin as an interesting experiment rather than the
future of our financial system Google CEO – AI will be bigger than electricity or brand Artificial intelligence will save us not destroy us, Google's chief executive, Sundar Pichai , said at Davos several articles Jack Ma on IQ of love - other top quotes from his Davos interview By: EBR | On Thursday, January 25, 2018 in Davos, Alibaba
founder and chairman Jack Ma spoke openly and at length about some of the most important challenges facing the world and delivered a flood of perspectives and guidance Why women must play a greater role in the global economy By: EBR | January 2018 For the last 30 years, trade has been one of the stabilising pillars of the global
community – creating jobs, supporting the development and dissemination of technology and ideas, increasing productivity, expanding consumer choice and enabling cross-border communication channels and supply chains Justin Trudeau addresses the World Economic Forum By: EBR | Wednesday, January 24, 2018 A transcript of
Justin Trudeau's speech at the World Economic Forum 2018 Liquid Capitalism: Making Sense of Davos City: EBR | Wednesday, January 24, 2018 Living under the modern liquidity conditions, people know that anything can happen – but nothing can be done with confidence and security Narendra Modi: These are the three biggest threats
to civilization By: EBR | Wednesday January 24, 2018 Climate change, terrorism and the backlash against globalization are the three main challenges for civilization as we know it, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi said at the World Economic Forum's 2018 annual meeting in Davos, Switzerland A new way to measure economic growth
and progress By: EBR | January 2018 Global economic growth makes a stronger than expected comeback. It is expected to accelerate to as much as 4% in 2018 from 3.2% in 2016 Five reasons to lose sleep in 2018 By: EBR | On Tuesday, January 23, 2018 IMF Managing Director Christine Lagarde reported in October 2017 that the
long-awaited economic recovery is taking root [with] the broadest-based acceleration since the beginning of this decade Would need qualitative easing, and business should lead by: EBR | Tuesday 23 January 2018 A message from Professor Klaus Schwab to the participants in Davos 2018 It's time to bring our planet back from the brink
Of: EBR | Monday, January 22, 2018 When world leaders meet this week in Davos to discuss how we can better shape our future through enhanced cooperation, it is imperative to also focus on how to prevent the health of our planet from failing. This is not doom and gloom - the risk is real Machines can not dream By: EBR | Monday 22
January 2018 Are you worried about robots The science is universal and unifying By: EBR | Monday January 22, 2018 The history of humanity is often told as the epic rise and fall of great empires, the clash of civilizations and epoch-defining conflicts Sir Elton John: 5 leadership lessons from my darkest hours By: EBR | On Monday,
January 22, 2018, there's a lot to learn about leadership, especially when you come, as I did, from one field to another. Why 2018 should be the year for women to thrive By: EBR | Monday 22 January 2018 The need for greater respect opportunities for women are becoming an increasingly prominent element in public conversation Page
18 Home » Dossiers Institutions stressed that after years of recession, Greece is slowly returning to a period of economic growth and aims to position itself as an attractive investment and business destination The 19th Annual Capital Link Invest in Greece Forum was held at the Metropolitan Club in New York City on Monday , December
11, 2017 successfully attracts more than 1350 participants. This is an international summit on Greece in New York organized in cooperation with the New York Stock Exchange and major global investment banks. The forum featured government and business leaders from Greece, Europe and the United States, and top leaders from
investment, finance and business. The forum attracts the elite of Wall Street and this year took place at a crucial time for Greece. «Greek Day» on the New York Stock Exchange within the framework of the 19th Annual Capital Link Invest in Greece Forum The New York Stock Exchange in cooperation with Capital Link organized a special
ceremony in honor of Greece titled Greek Day on the NYSE. 19. Annual Capital Link Invest in Greece Forum An international summit on Greece in New York. Featuring Top U.S. Investors, Global Investment Banks &amp; Institutions, The Greek Government &amp; Business Leaders 19th Annual Capital Link Invest in Greece Forum An
International Summit on Greece in New York Featuring Top U.S. Investors, Global Investment Banks &amp; Institutions, the Greek Government &amp; Business Leaders Several Articles Articles Articles articles
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